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If some decor pieces are jewellery, then Boca do Lobo’s furniture is the crown jewel. Our talented desig-
ners and masterful artisans have launched highly desirable new statement pieces such as Fortuna dining 
table and Eden table that are jewellery for your home. This week we give you a Gold selection from across 
our collection. From one of-a-kind folding screen to exquisite tables for your home, Gold will be the palet-
te of choice for this season. 

No colour expresses more power and luxury than Gold. This colour is the most sentimental accent pieces 
of the Limited Edition Collection like Gold Folding Screen and Millionaire safe-box. Gold is one of the 
colour themes that best represents the essence of empowerment, sophistication, mystics, and entice-
ment, which is implicit in every single piece of our collections and strongly transmitted in our brand philo-
sophy. 

One simply does not buy any of these traces of character - they must be earned through presence, seduc-
tion and capture. And Boca do Lobo owns these every time someone falls in love with a piece from our 
collections; with every second, minute, and hour of attention that is dedicated to them.

Portuguese furniture brand Boca do Lobo symbolizes tendency, timelessness, quality and craftsmanship, 
and has developed into an internationally renowned designer label over the past years. 

Boca do Lobo’s three collections result from years of continuous development and investment in the 
refinement of techniques and the expansion of functionality. The furniture is made at Boca do Lobo’s 
factory in Oporto, where furniture makers take great care to ensure aesthetic and functional applicability, 
paying close attention to traditional craftsmanship and quality. To ensure the best possible results, a 
great deal of the manufacturing is still done by hand. In this way, applying dedication and expertise, Boca 
do Lobo has been creating furniture 

Invest in Gold and experience the sense of the regal that comes with it. It will always be classic and 
luxurious.
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“Celebrating the Golden Age”

w:80.5 cm|31.7”  d:62.5 cm|24.6”  h:152 cm|59.9”

w:186 cm|73”  d:53 cm|21”  h:81 cm|32”

w:85 cm|33.5”  d:45 cm|17.7”  h:202 cm|79.5”

w: 125 cm|49.21” d: 94 cm|37.01” h: 30 cm|11.81”

w: 125 cm|49.21” d: 94 cm|37.01” h: 30 cm|11.81”
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w:201 cm|79.1”  d:14 cm|57.1”  h:145 cm|57.1”
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APOLLO .  MIRROR DOWNLOAD . HD IMAGE 300DPIS 
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